We propose a simple to implement panel data method to evaluate the impacts of social policy. The basic idea is to exploit the dependence among cross-sectional units to construct the counterfactuals. The cross-sectional correlations are attributed to the presence of some (unobserved) common factors. However, instead of trying to estimate the unobserved factors, we propose to use observed data. We use a panel of 24 countries to evaluate the impact of political and economic integration of Hong Kong (HK) with Mainland China. We find that the political integration hardly had any impact on the growth of the Hong Kong economy. However, the economic integration has raised HK's annual real GDP by about 4%.
Introduction
This paper proposes a panel data methodology to measure the impact of political and economic integration of Hong Kong with China. One of the difficulties of using nonexperimental data to measure the economic impact of a policy intervention is not being able to simultaneously observe the outcomes of an entity under the intervention and not under the intervention (e.g. Heckman and Hotz (1989) , Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) ). Panel data with observations for a number of individuals over time will often contain information on some individuals that are subject to policy intervention and some that are not. If the reactions of individuals towards policy changes are similar (e.g. Hsiao (2003) , Hsiao and Tahmiscioglu (1997) ) or even if their responses are different, as long as they are driven by some common factors (e.g. Gregory and Head (1999) , Sargent and Sims (1977) ), information on other individuals not subject to policy intervention can help to construct the counterfactuals of those who are subject to policy changes. More specifically, we wish to analyze how these events have changed the growth rate of Hong Kong. However, to answer this question through conventional econometric modelling is not easy. We need to know how and why the Hong Kong economy has grown over time and how the China factor plays a role in Hong Kong's investment, labor migration and Hong Kong as an entrepot between China and the rest of the world, etc. Most of the growth literature is highly abstract. Empirical analysis based on the theoretical literature would often require the imposition, as Sims (1980) claimed, of "incredible" a priori identifying restrictions. Data demand will also be huge. Moreover, often when external conditions change, people's optimal decision rules also change. There simply may not be enough post-change observations to provide reliable inferences for the post-change outcomes. In addition, Hong Kong's economy has also been subject to many external shocks after the reversion of sovereignty. The Asian financial crisis broke out in October, 1997. The Thai Baht/US dollar exchange rate was 27 in June, 1997. It fell to 35.8 in September, 1997 and further, to 44.4 Baht to U.S.$1 in December. The crisis in Thailand quickly spread to S. Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, and other Pacific Rim countries with varying degrees of severity. Hong Kong was hit by international speculative attacks on four occasions in 1998. H5N1 Avian flu also broke out in December 1997 that caused 5 deaths and led to the slaughtering of more than a million chickens. By
December 1997, the Hang Seng index had fallen to the 10722. In March 2003 Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) spread to Hong Kong from China.
2
If we know the outcomes of a subject under intervention and not under intervention, the effect of a policy intervention is just the difference between the outcomes under intervention and in the absence of intervention. However, we rarely simultaneously observe the outcomes of an individual under intervention or in the absence of intervention. To properly evaluate the effect of a policy intervention on a subject or unit we need to construct the counterfactuals of the missing outcomes. Our approach to constructing the counterfactuals of the individual subject to intervention, say the ith unit, is to use other units that are not subject to intervention to predict what would have happened to the ith unit had it not been subject to policy intervention. The basic idea behind this approach is to rely on the correlations among cross-sectional units. We attribute the cross-sectional dependence to the presence of common factors that drive all the relevant cross-sectional units. In section 2 we set up the basic model. Section 3 proposes a panel approach to construct the counterfactuals without the need to identify the underlying model. Section 4 discusses a procedure to evaluate the time-varying treatment effects of a social program. Section 5 discusses strategies for selecting the most relevant cross-sectional units to construct counterfactuals. Section 6 discusses the data sources. Empirical results are presented in section 7. Conclusions are in section 8.
The Basic Model
The basic approach for constructing the counterfactuals is to rely on the correlations 2 For more information, see Jao (2001) .
among cross-sectional units. We assume the correlations among cross-sectional units are due to some common factors that drive all cross-sectional units, although their impacts on each cross-sectional unit may be different. Let y 0 it denote the outcome of the ith unit at time t without policy intervention. As in Forni and Reichlin (1998) , Gregory and Head (1999) , etc. we assume that y 0 it is generated by a factor model of the form,
where f t denotes the K × 1 (unobserved) common factors that vary over time, b i denotes the 1×K vector of constants that may vary across i, α i denotes the fixed individual-specific effects, it denotes the ith unit random idiosyncratic component with E( it ) = 0.
Stacking N × 1 y 0 it into a vector yields
where ỹ
. . , Nt ) , and B is the N × K factor loading matrix B = (b 1 , . . . , b N ) . We assume that Assumption 1:
Assumption 2: ˜t is I(0) with E( ˜t ) = 0 and E( ˜t ˜ t ) = V , where V is a diagonal constant matrix.
Assumption 4: rank (B) = K.
Remark 2.1: Model (2.1) assumes that the individual outcome is the sum of two components, a component of a function of some common time varying factors f t that drive all cross-sectional units and an idiosyncratic component consists of a function of individual specific effects α i and a random component it . We assume the idiosyncratic components are uncorrelated across individuals.
3 The correlation across individuals are caused by the common factors, f t . However, the impact of common factors f t on individuals can be heterogeneous by allowing b i = b j .
Remark 2.2:
We made no assumption about the time series properties of f t . It can be nonstationary or it can be stationary with lim
Remark 2.3: Assumption 4 implies that the number of observable cross-sectional units, N , is greater than the number of common time-varying factors, f t . The assumption is reasonable since it has been shown empirically by Sargent and Sims (1977) , Giannone, Reichlin and Sala (2005) (see also Watson's discussion of that paper in the same volume), Stock and Watson (1989 , 2002 and Onatski (2009) that only a few common factors explain the bulk of the variance of macroeconomic data.
A Panel Approach to Construct Counterfactuals
Let y 1 it denote the outcome of the ith unit at time t under treatment or intervention and y 0 it denote the outcome of the ith unit in the absence of treatment or intervention at time t. Then the treatment effect for the ith unit at time t is
However, often we do not simultaneously observe y 0 it and y 1 it . The observed data, y it , are in the form that
where as to whether a factor is strong or weak could be useful (e.g. Chudik, Pesaran and Tosetti (2010) ), in practice, it is difficult to know if the extracted factors are strong or weak (or somewhere in between). Therefore, in this paper, we make the simplified assumption that the correlations among cross-sectional units are due to the presence of common factors, f t and the random idiosyncratic component for the ith unit, it , merely represents the impacts of ith unit-specific factors. In other words, we assume the factors that create the "local" dependence are also part of f t .
Let ỹ t = (y 1t , . . . , y Nt ) be an N × 1 vector of y it at time t. Suppose there is no intervention before T 1 , then the observed ỹ t takes the form that
Suppose at time T 1 +1, there is a policy change for the ith unit. Without loss of generality, let this be the first unit that receives the treatment at time T 1 + 1 and onwards,
We assume other units are not affected by the policy intervention at the first unit, then
We assume,
A5 makes no claim about the relationship between d it and it . They can be correlated.
If so, the observed data are subject to selection on unobservables (e.g. Heckman and Vytlacil (2001) ). They can be independent, then the observed data satisfy the conditional independence assumption of Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) . All we need for our approach is that the jth unit's idiosyncratic components are independent of d it for j = i.
Under A1 -A5, we may predict y 0 1t byŷ 0 1t = α 1 + b 1 f t for t = T 1 + 1, . . . , T , if we can identify α 1 , b 1 and f t . If both N and T are large, we may use the procedure of Bai and Ng (2002) to identify the number of common factors, K, and estimate f t by the maximum likelihood procedure. Often, neither N nor T is large. In this situation, we suggest using
Let ã be a vector lying in the null space of B, N (B). We normalize the first element of ã to be 1 and denote ã = (1, −ã ). If ã ∈ N (B), then ã B = 0, and
whereᾱ = ã α,ỹ t = (y 2t , . . . , y Nt ) , and˜ ˜t = ( 2t , . . . , Nt ) . Eq. (3.7) says that we can useỹ t in lieu of f t to predict y 0 1t .
Then for any ã ∈ N (B),
where
The Var (·) and Cov (·) denote the long-run variance and covariance. The variance of y 0 1t
givenỹ t for ã ∈ N (B) is equal to
We note that (ᾱ,ã * ) depends on ã for any ã ∈ N (B). Since the minimum variance predictor depends on the choice of ã and covariance structure of ˜t , we propose to choosẽ
time series observations of (ỹ t ), and A is a T 1 × T 1 positive definite matrix.
Assumption 6: For fixed K and N , there exists an ã ∈ N (B) such that in the neigh-
14)
has a unique minimum.
Lemma 1: Under A1 -A6, the solution of (3.13), (α,ẫ * ) converges to a (ᾱ,ã * ) that corresponds to an ã ∈ N (B) as T 1 −→ ∞.
Proof: From (3.8), we have y 0 1t =ᾱ +ã * ỹ t + * 1t and E( * 1t |ỹ t ) = 0. Therefore, the minimum distance regression of y 1t on a constant andỹ t yields consistent estimators for Amemiya (1985) ). Goldberger (1962) to produce a counterfactual path that uses both current and lagged values of ỹ t . However, the so generated lead-lag relationships is restricted by the serial correlation patterns of ˜ * 1 as compared to an unrestricted vector autoregressive model (VAR) (e.g. Giannone, Lenza and Reichlin (2010) ).
Remark 3.2: Althoughᾱ = ã α depends on the choice of ã, it is just an unknown finite constant under A1 in the regression model (3.13). Therefore it can be treated as an unknown in (3.13).
When A = I, Lemma 1 suggests that we can predict y 0 1t bŷ
Therefore, we may predict ∆ 1t usinĝ
Lemma 2: Under A1-A6, 17) and
Lemma 2 follows from (3.9) and (3.12)
Remark 3.3: The counterfactuals y 0 1t , t = T 1 + 1, . . . , T depend on the individual specific effects α 1 , the common factors, f t , the individual specific response to time-varying common factors f t , b 1 , and the idiosyncratic component 1t . However, the counterfactual predictor (3.15) does not require any of such knowledge, nor the dimension of f t . The information provided by f t is embedded inỹ t . It follows that the predictor∆ 1t , (3.16), that usesỹ t in lieu of f t allows the evaluation of policy interventions without the need to identify f t or B, which may be difficult in finite sample.
Remark 3.4: We do not make any assumption about is and d it . All we need is that the policy intervention on the ith unit has no bearing on jt for j = i (Assumption 5). Hence, if the process (2.2) satisfies Assumptions 1-5, our proposed approach allows us to bypass the selection issue that has been a central concern in the program evaluation literature (e.g. Heckman and Hotz (1989) , Heckman and Vytlacil (2001) ).
Remark 3.5: When (T − T 1 ) is large, given A5, one can reverse the procedure to predict y 1 1t by E y 1 1t |ỹ t for t = 1, . . . , T 1 , where E y 1 1t |ỹ t may be approximated bŷ (3.19) and construct the treatment effect had the policy intervention was in place before T 1 ,∆ 1t = y 1 1t − y 1t , t = 1, . . . , T 1 , whereâ * andδ are estimated using data from T 1 + 1, . . . , T .
Remark 3.6: The synthetic control method for comparative case studies also use information of other individuals to construct the counterfactuals of treated individuals (e.g. Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) , Card and Krueger (1994) ). However, the focus and the approach are different. The synthetic approach assumes that (e.g. Abadie, Diamond and
Hainmueller (2010)) (3.20) while for the first unit, they assume y 1t follows (3.20) for t = 1, . . . , T 1 , and for t = T 1 + 1, . . . , T , y 1t equals
where δ t is an unknown common factor with constant factor loading across units, z i is an (r × 1) vector of observed covariates (not affected by the intervention), θ t is an (r × 1)
vector of unknown parameters, λ t is a (K × 1) vector of unobserved common factors, μ i is a (K × 1) vector of unknown factor loading and ∆ 1t is the treatment effect for the first
put in the form of (2.1). However, for (3.7) to hold, we need ã B = 0 that imposes the
The synthetic control method constructs the predicted y
where the weightsã = (a 2 , . . . , a N ) are obtained by minimizing , thenȳ m j is just a simple pre-control time average). Therefore, the crosssectional units weight a i will be sensitive to the prior choice of z, M , and k js , hence the predictedŷ 0 1t , or∆ 1t . Nor is the probability distribution ofŷ 0 1t or∆ 1t easily derivable. On the other hand, we suggest using regression method to chooseã to mimic the behavior of treated individuals before the intervention as close as possible, say, by minimizing (3.13).
As long as N is fixed, our procedure yields a unique weightã and uniqueŷ 0 1t , hence uniquê ∆ 1t with known probability distribution. Neither do we need to impose the constraint
a j = 1. Our approach can also easily be adapted to accommodate the case that some exogenous variables z t also drive ỹ t by treating (2.2) conditional on z t .
Remark 3.7: An alternative approach to exploit the correlation among the cross-sectional units is to construct a vector autoregressive model (VAR). A VAR can describe dynamic correlations generally. For instance, one can construct a VAR for ỹ t , as,
Pre-intervention data can then be used to estimate the parameters of the system (3.23), 
can be transformed into a VAR model ( (i.e. with all the elements of the first column of A j equal to zero except for the first element Granger (1969) ). However, if ã B = 0 , so are ã A j = 0 , j = 1, . . . , p.
Then y 0 1t will be just equal to (3.7). (2007)).
Tests for Significance of Policy Intervention
The predictor for the effectiveness of social policy (3.16) allows the effects of such a policy to vary over time. From the estimated ∆ 1t , we may use time series techniques to evaluate the evolution of policy effects over time.
Assumption 7: { it } is weakly dependent (mixing) for all i.
Suppose the treatment effects, ∆ 1t , follow an autoregressive -moving average model
where L is the lag operator, η t is an i.i.d. process with zero mean and constant variance and the roots of θ(L) = 0 lie outside the unit circle. If the roots of a(L) = 0 all lie outside the unit circle, the treatment effect is stationary, and the long-term treatment effect is
If one of the roots of a(L) = 0 lies on the unit circle, the intervention effects are integrated of order 1, I(1).
From the estimated∆ 1t , we can use the Box-Jenkins (1970) procedure to construct a time series model,ã 
where 6) and γ = (μ,ã 1 , . . . ,ã p ), assumingã(L) is of p-th order.
Proof: If ỹ t is stationary, the estimators of (α,ẫ * ) are √ T 1 -consistent. Ifỹ t ∼ I(1) and not cointegrated, the estimator ofα remain Phillips and Durlauf (1986) ). Either way,
Adding and subtracting yieldŝ
Since * 1t is a mean zero I(0) process, we obtain (4.2) by approximating
by a q-th order moving average process, θ * (L)v t . If the roots of θ * (L) all lie outside the unit circle,∆ 1t can also be approximated by an AR process,
Under fairly general conditions, the maximum likelihood
and µ are consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. The asymptotic variance, σ 2 µ * , can then be derived by using the delta method (e.g. Rao (1973, ch. 2) ).
If the treatment effects is a stationary process (i.e. the roots of a(L) = 0 all lie outside the unit circle), the long-term impact of the intervention can also be estimated by taking the simple average of the treatment effects.
Lemma 4: Suppose all the roots of a(L) = 0 lie outside the unit circle, under A1 -A6, when both T 1 and (T − T 1 ) go to infinity,
The variance of (4.11) can be approximated by the heteroscedastic-autocorrelation consistent (HAC) estimator of Newey and West (1987) .
Proof: Given (3.17) and (3.18), the law of large number holds.
Choice of Cross-Sectional Units

Modeling Strategy
Often there are large number of cross-sectional units that can be used to predict y 0 1t (or that are generated according to (2.1) or (2.2)). Intuitively, it would appear to favor using as many available cross-sectional units as possible as long as T > N . This will be the case when the number of common factors, K, is fixed, T 1 goes to infinity, and
is finite, there may be an advantage to use only a subset of available cross-sectional units to predict the counterfactuals, in particular, if the data generating processes for cross-sectional units satisfy the condition of Lemma 5 (ii) below.
Let there be m cross-sectional units that optimally predict y 
and
where the tth-row of F takes the form (1, f t ) and the ith column of B 1 and B 2 take the form (α i , b i ) , and E 1 and E 2 denote the T 1 × m and T 1 × (N − m − 1) idiosyncratic components of Y 1 and Y 2 , respectively.
Lemma 5:Under A1 -A5, (i) The optimal number of cross-sectional units for constructing y
For proof, see Appendix A.
When N is fixed and T 1 −→ ∞, the least squares estimator of
yieldsẫ 2 that will converge to 0 under the condition of Lemma 5 (ii). In other words, one can use all (N − 1) available cross-sectional units to predict y 0 1t . However, in many occasions, T 1 is finite. As more cross-sectional units are used, the variance ofã * will also increase. To balance the within-sample fit with post-sample prediction error, we suggest the following model selection strategy (Hsiao and Wan (2009) 
Step 1: Use R 2 or likelihood values to select the best predictor for y 0 1t using j crosssectional units out of (N − 1) cross-sectional units, denoted by M (j) * , for j = 1, . . . , N − 1. Step 1 is proposed to reduce the number of predictive models. An alternative is to use some "boosting method (Buhlmann (2006) )" or "LASSO (Tibshirani (1996) )" or to use some targeted predictors based on some soft and hard-thresholding as suggested by a referee.
Step 2:
* in terms of some model selection criterion.
Monte Carlo Studies
Under the assumption that ỹ t is generated by a factor model of the form (2.2), in this sub-section we compare the predictive performance of our approach versus the approach of first determining the number of factors, K, and identifying α 1 and b 1 , then use the estimated f t , α 1 , and b 1 to generate the counterfactuals when N and T are small.
First, we wish to see if there is a need to use all cross-sectional units using our
approach. There are a number of model selection criteria one can use to select the best approximating model. In this section we conduct a small scale Monte Carlo to examine the performance of Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike (1973 (Akaike ( , 1974 ), and AICC (Hurvich and Tsai (1989) ), by comparing the post-intervention mean square prediction 
where the innovation for factor loadings u t and the idiosyncratic errors t are generated by N (0, 1) and σN (0, 1) , respectively. The second one is another set of stationary factors:
(5.5)
The third has an i.i.d. factor. The last one has an almost non-stationary factor:
In all the above cases, b i ∼ N (1, 1).
Two model selection criteria are compared:
where p is the number of countries included; ẽ 0 denote the OLS residuals.
We repeat the experiment for each of the four data generating process five-hundred −→ 0, then using all available cross-sectional units will be fine because the estimatedẫ 2 will converge to zero.
We then compare the predictive performance of our approach based on AIC, and AICC with Bai and Ng (2002) PC and IC criteria. Tables 5 and Table 6 provide the results of one factor model based on setting maximum number of K equal to 8 and 20, respectively.
As one can see the predictive performance of Bai and Ng (2002) is very sensitive to the prior specified number of maximum K. The performance of factor model also deteriorates when the number of factors increased from 1 to 5 (Tables 6 and 7) ; when the average of b i changed from 0 to 0.3 or 1 (Tables 9 and 10 ); when the distribution of b i changed to Uniform (−1, 1) or N (2, 2) ( Table 8 and 11); when the idiosyncratic components, it , have heteroscedastic variances or serially correlated (Table 12 and 13) and signal-to-noise ratio reduces (Table 15) . However, the performance of factor model does improve when T increases (Table 14) .
In short, when N and T are finite, the limited Monte Carlos show that generating counterfactuals based on a factor model using Bai and Ng (2002) (e) the a priori assumed maximum number of unknown factors; (f) the serial correlations of the idiosyncratic components, it ; and (g) the heteroscedasticity of it . On the other hand, our procedure of usingỹ it in lieu of f t does not appear to be affected by any of these issues. On average, they yield much smaller prediction errors than the factor approach.
Data
Because Hong Kong, by comparison, is a tiny city relative to other countries and regions, we believe whatever happened in Hong Kong will have no bearing to other countries. In other words, we expect Assumption 5 to hold. Therefore, we use quarterly real There are many ways to compute quarterly growth rates. One can either measure the change compared with the corresponding quarter in the previous year (year-on-year) or measure the change since the previous quarter (e.g. Neo (2003)). We note that the four quarters within one year have different numbers of working days and different countries have different seasonal effects on production and expenditure. For instance, Chinese new year always falls in the first quarter and it is a big holiday for Hong Kong, virtually all business and government agencies are closed for celebration, but not so for other countries.
Since our data are non-seasonally adjusted and our interest is in finding the long term trend, we compute the quarterly growth rate by measuring the change compared with the corresponding quarter in the previous year.
Empirical Analysis
In this section we illustrate the use of our panel data approach for program evalua- 18 observations between 1993Q1 and 1997Q2, we limit the countries under consideration for constructing counterfactuals to China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and US -countries that are either in the region or economically closely associated with Hong Kong. Using AICC, we select Japan, Korea, US and Taiwan to construct the hypothetical growth path of Hong Kong had there been no change of sovereignty. The OLS weights based on 1993Q1 -1997Q2 data are reported in Table 16 and the estimated treatment effects are reported in Table 17 . The actual and hypothetical growth paths for the period 1993Q1 -1997Q2, and 1997Q3 -2003Q4 are plotted in Figure   1 and 2, respectively. Because the treatment effects appears to be serially correlated (see figure 3 ), we fit an AR(2) model for the estimated treatment effects: where estimated standard errors are in parentheses. The implied long-run effects is -.032.
However, the t-statistic is only -1.04, not statistically significant.
Using the AIC criterion, the selected countries are Japan, Korea, Philippines, Taiwan and the US. The OLS estimates of the weights are in Table 18 and treatment effects are in 
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a panel data approach to assess the impact of a policy intervention. We demonstrate that the dependence among cross-sectional units can be utilized to construct the counterfactuals. We identify the source of cross-sectional correlations through a factor framework. However, if sample size is finite, there may be an advantage to just use observed ỹ t because the impacts of unobserved factors, f t , are already embedded in ỹ t . In this approach, there is no need to distill the fundamental factors and their factor loading matrix as in Bai (2003), Bai and Ng (2002) , Bernanke and Boivin (2003)), etc. The method is easy to implement and inference appears quite robust. 
By Theorem A.3.5 (See P.639 of Anderson (2003)), the conditions for I K − U U and I L − U U to be positive definite are the same. Thus,
Since the last statement holds, we conclude that M 2 > 0.
Therefore, C is a negative definite matrix.
where G = B 1 M 2 B 1 + Θ 1 and H = B 1 B 1 + Θ 1 . To see if RHS > 0, we need to check
which is always true. Therefore, S > 0. By the positivity of Schur Complement, (A.3) holds. Therefore, m > K.
We now show that given the optimal choice of m cross-sectional units, any additional cross-sectional units yield no predictive power.
Minimizing (A.4) yields
Therefore ã 2 equals to zero if f the right hand side of (A.7) is equal to zero.
Substituting (A.5) into (A.6) yields:
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